Highlights from this Meeting (1):

- Formal publications since the last meeting:
  - DDS-Xtypes (Extensible and Dynamic Topic Types for DDS), v1.3
  - *Alert Management Service (ALMAS), v1.1
  - *Open Architecture Radar Interface Standard (OARIS), v1.1
  - *UML Testing Profile 2 (UTP2), v2.1

* Will be available week of 21 Sep 2020 subject to successful completion of SMSC vote
• **Highlights from this Meeting (2):**
  – Specifications previously in formal edit queue (not necessarily in the order presented here):
    • Web Services for Point Of Sale (WS-POS), v1.3
    • Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), v3.4
    • Decision Modeling and Notation (DMN), v1.3
    • MOF to RDF Mapping (MOF2RDF), v1.0
Highlights from this Meeting (3):

Specifications Added to the Edit Queue at this Meeting:

- FUML - Semantics of Foundational Subset of Executable UML Models, v1.5
- Command and Control Interface for Navigation Systems (C2INAV), v1.0
- DDS Consolidated JSON Syntax (DDS-JSON), v1.0
- IDL to Java Language Mapping (IDL4-Java), v1.0
- Metamodel Extension Facility, v1.0
- TACSIT Data Exchange (TEX), v1.0
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• Highlights from this Meeting (4):
  – MIA List
    • None!
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  
  – OMG Formal Standard Publication Plan (Annotated) (smsc/20-09-02)
  – Report to AB (this) slideset (smsc/20-09-03)
• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Review and approval of documents publication plans provided by OMG Technical Editor
  – Any other Specification Publication and related Web Site Management matters that might come up